The City Council recently passed legislation in Sandy Springs that requires all buildings over three stories tall (or buildings larger than 100,000 square feet) to be constructed with quality materials like concrete—instead of wood framing. It’s more than a step towards value, durability and resilience. It’s a show of strength for stronger safety measures in communities across the country.

Georgia residents speak out for building code safety.

96% support the regulations passed in Sandy Springs because they address public safety concerns.

94% are supportive of their own city passing similar safety regulations.

95% are in favor of the regulations as they apply to newly constructed apartment buildings, condos and hotels.

97% feel that the regulations are important for keeping firefighters safe during a fire.

97% believe in legislation that requires the use of higher-quality materials like concrete or steel in new construction.

If you’re not building with concrete, you’re not playing it safe. Learn more at BuildWithStrength.com.